
their Senatorial actions are conditioned by their Presidential talking about.
So the question is, we have to have a system which dealscampaign ambitions. So we now have that kind of situation.

But the important thing for nations to understand, is that with a general collapse of the world financial system. The
world financial system is now immediately doomed. Nothingthere are four key nations on this planet, on which the fate of

the planet as a whole depends. These four nations are the could save it in its present form. It’s finished. There is no
way to reform it, you must eliminate it. There are ways toUnited States, Russia, China and India. If we can establish an

agreement among Russia, China, India and the United States, eliminate it.
There are ways to deal with that; but, we must save theto defend the principle of sovereignty and to make agreements

which will serve that purpose, then we can defend the world nation-state system. We must set up a system under which
nation-states are protected in their rights to sovereignty; and,from chaos and we can come out of the current mess.

I emphasize that here, because this is reality. What you we must organize methods of cooperation in the economic
field, as well as otherwise: where we provide not competition,get from the press here, is not reality. What you get from the

mouths of politicians running for office here, is not reality. not cutthroat treatment of one nation by another, but we pro-
vide security for the nations of the world for their devel-The reality is that the Anglo-American crowd, of which we

have a big chunk inside the United States, is typified by the opment.
Bush Administration, and also by dubious Democrats like
Gore and Lieberman. This crowd is moving around the policy The FDR Legacy

And, this goes back to Franklin Roosevelt’s death. Whenof globalization, a global reduction of the population of the
planet, total control over the planet of a medieval type, of a Franklin Roosevelt died, we had one policy. The policy of the

United States was, that all the former colonialized nationstype based on the model of Venice, the Venetian financial
system, which was the imperial power of the Middle Ages,
which was allied then with the private interests of the Nor-
man chivalry.

What we’re getting today is a pattern of private armies,
eliminating state power, replacing this with private armies FDR Confronted Churchillcontrolled by large corporations such as the Halliburton com-
plex, which is taking the place of the military forces. These are On British Imperialism
the policies which are inside the United States government.
These are the policies associated with Cheney today, to elimi-

The following eyewitness account of the clash betweennate the military. They don’t care if they lose the United States
Army; they’ll transfer the power to private forces, such as President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Sir Winston Church-

ill, in Newfoundland in March 1941, is taken from As HeHalliburton. They’re destroying the rest of the world econom-
ically; they hope to establish an empire. Saw It, by Elliott Roosevelt (1946).

This is the real issue. And the threats to Russia, China,
and India in Asia, are the real issues. Because, if the United It must be remembered that at this time Churchill was the

war leader, Father only the president of a state which hadStates defends the right of Russia, China, and India to have
national sovereignty, then we can unite the world around the indicated its sympathies in a tangible fashion. Thus,

Churchill still arrogated the conversational lead, still dom-idea of restoring the principle of national sovereignty, and
can eliminate these evils. If we do not understand this, if we inated the after-dinner hours. But the difference was begin-

ning to be felt.think that the issue is Iran, or we think the issue is Iraq, then
we are fools. Because these are merely the doorways into the And it was evidenced first, sharply, over Empire.

Father started it.major crisis.
And what you see with the talk now in response to this “Of course,” he remarked, with a sly sort of assurance,

“of course, after the war, one of the preconditions of anydiscussion of the Chinese development of laser-assisted—
and they’re not just laser-assisted, we’re talking about all lasting peace will have to be the greatest possible freedom

of trade.”kinds of systems way beyond lasers involved in this, which
are being developed by serious countries. And these issues He paused. The P.M.’s head was lowered; he was

watching Father steadily, from under one eyebrow.have come on the table now. And, when they start talking
about China and its lasers; about breaking China; when they “No artificial barriers,” Father pursued. “As few fa-

vored economic agreements as possible. Opportunities fortalk about attacks on Russia; when they talk about trying to
disrupt India’s sovereign development of its own economy,
you’re getting signs of what the real issue is.

The issue is globalization. And this little issue of the publi-
cation, the London Economist, if you read it carefully with
what I have just said in mind, you will know exactly what I’m
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expansion. Markets open for healthy competition.” His
eye wandered innocently around the room.

Churchill shifted in his armchair. “The British Empire
trade agreements” he began heavily, “are—”
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would be free in their national sovereignty. The United States is the policy the United States must return to, the policies of
Franklin Roosevelt up until his death.” And look at nearlywould take the great industrial military power we had built

up, we would use, we would convert that, to develop the everything that was done after that as a big mistake.
We are forced to do that now, because the entire financialworld, to develop the nations, like India, to develop projects

for Africa, which were the projects that Roosevelt threw in monetary system which has dominated the world increas-
ingly, especially since the Nixon Administration, especiallythe face of Winston Churchill in Morocco.

But, the moment that Roosevelt died, the Anglo-Dutch since the middle of the 1960s, that system is now finished.
And if we don’t replace it, we will have chaos on this planet,Liberal crowd, using President Truman, took over and re-

versed every policy that they could that Roosevelt repre- and we will not have much to salvage, that’s the essential part.
And I think this is the crux.sented. My view today, to sum it up, is, the policy of the

United States must be—and this is what I fight for—to return I think every other leading issue of this jigsaw puzzle, is
irrelevant. We must establish, among nations, a conscious-to the policies of Franklin Roosevelt at the moment of his

death, or to the modern equivalent of those policies. ness that this is the problem: that we have to understand what
the meaning is of four major world powers, leading worldWe must set up what Roosevelt intended as the United

Nations, as a system of cooperation among respectively sov- powers, which, if they can come to an agreement on this
issue, we can create a system under which all nations can beereign nation-states, which must cooperate in their common

interests and establish treaty-systems which provide for the protected, including the nations that are too weak to fight
for themselves.separate, and independent role, but cooperative role, among

nation-states. By treating this part of our memory, of our That is what I think are the real issues on the table at this
time in history.historic memory, and going back to that point, saying, “This

Father broke in. “Yes. Those Empire trade agreements “You mentioned India,” he growled.
are a case in point. It’s because of them that the people of “Yes. I can’t believe that we can fight a war against
India and Africa, of all the colonial Near East and Far East, fascist slavery, and at the same time not work to free people
are still as backward as they are.” all over the world from a backward colonial policy.”. . .

Churchill’s neck reddened and he crouched forward. “There can be no tampering with the Empire’s eco-
“Mr. President, England does not propose for a moment to nomic agreements.”
lose its favored position among the British Dominions. “They’re artificial. . .”
The trade that has made England great shall continue, and “They’re the foundation of our greatness.”
under conditions prescribed by England’s ministers.” “The peace,” said Father firmly, “cannot include any

“You see,” said Father slowly, “it is along in here continued despotism. The structure of the peace demands
somewhere that there is likely to be some disagreement and will get equality of peoples. Equality of peoples in-
between you, Winston, and me. volves the utmost freedom of competitive trade. Will any-

“I am firmly of the belief that if we are to arrive at a one suggest that Germany’s attempt to dominate trade in
stable peace it must involve the development of backward central Europe was not a major contributing factor to war?”
countries. Backward peoples. How can this be done? It It was an argument that could have no resolution be-
can’t be done, obviously, by eighteenth-century methods. tween these two men. . . .
Now—” [The conversation resumed the next evening:]

“Who’s talking eighteenth-century methods?” Talking, gesticulating, at length he paused in front of
“Whichever of your ministers recommends a policy Father, was silent for a moment, looking at him, and then

which takes wealth in raw materials out of a colonial coun- brandished a stubby forefinger under Father’s nose.
try, but which returns nothing to the people of that country “Mr. President,” he cried, “I believe you are trying to
in consideration. Twentieth-century methods involve do away with the British Empire. Every idea you entertain
bringing industry to these colonies. Twentieth-century about the structure of the postwar world demonstrates it.
methods include increasing the wealth of a people by in- But in spite of that”—and his forefinger waved—“in spite
creasing their standard of living, by educating them, by of that, we know that you constitute our only hope. . . .”
bringing them sanitation—by making sure that they get a [I]n saying what he did, he was acknowledging that
return for the raw wealth of their community.” British colonial policy would be a dead duck, and British
Around the room, all of us were leaning forward atten-
tively. Hopkins was grinning. Commander Thompson,
Churchill’s aide, was looking glum and alarmed. The P.M.
himself was beginning to look apoplectic.
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attempts to dominate world trade would be a dead duck,
and British ambitions to play off the U.S.S.R. against the
U.S.A. would be a dead duck.

Or would have been, if Father had lived.
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